Sage
Los Angeles County’s Electronic Substance
Use Disorder Managed Care Information
System

Outline
• Background – Leveraging Technology in a Managed
Care Specialty SUD System
• Sage – LA County’s Electronic Substance Use Disorder
Managed Care Information System
–
–
–
–

Functionality
Development
Deployment
Training

• Provider Preparation

• Helpful Resources
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START-ODS
SYSTEM TRANSFORMATION TO ADVANCE RECOVERY AND TREATMENT

Los Angeles County’s Substance Use Disorder Organized Delivery System

The Drug Medi-Cal Organized Delivery System (DMC-ODS)
Waiver is the greatest opportunity in recent history to design
and implement an SUD system of care that has the financial
and clinical resources to more fully address the complex and
multifaceted needs of all our patients.
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Impact of Drug Medi-Cal Organized Delivery System (DMC-ODS) waiver

• Specialty SUD services will be delivered in a managed care
environment
– Managed care is a health care delivery system organized to manage
cost, utilization, and quality (Source: Medicaid.gov)

• SAPC will become a specialty SUD managed care plan
– Responsible for oversight of SUD care provided within a managed care
environment, and delivery of these services in accordance with 42 CFR
Part 438 managed care requirements

• SAPC provider network will:
– Become a specialty SUD system held to managed care requirements,
similar to how DMH’s network is a specialty mental health system
– Need to better integrate and coordinate care both within the SUD
system and with other health systems (e.g., physical & mental health)
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Foundational Elements of DMC-ODS Waiver
• Drug Medi-Cal (DMC) as primary funding source for a fuller continuum of
SUD care
– Moving from treating SUDs acutely and episodically to a chronic care model

• Focus on establishing and documenting medical necessity
– 5th edition of Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5)
– American Society of Addiction Medicine (ASAM) Criteria

• Greater administrative and clinical oversight  Quality Improvement and
Utilization Management Programs to improve care and ensure efficient
use of resources
– Preauthorized services  Residential treatment
– Authorized services  MAT and Withdrawal Management for youth, Recovery
Bridge Housing

KEY GOAL Provide the right services, at the right time, in the right
setting, for the right duration
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Necessary SUD System Changes
• Transition from a largely paper-based SUD system to an
electronic, technology-based system to help meet the enhanced
requirements of the DMC-ODS waiver and align with health
industry standards
–
–
–
–
–
–

Facilitate greater access to services
Clinical documentation
Utilization management
Data collection
Billing
Contract monitoring

• Leverage technology to better organize and coordinate services
both within the SUD system and between other health systems
– Service & Bed Availability Tool (SBAT)  Dashboard of
outpatient slots and residential/RBH beds throughout system
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Overview: Sage
• Background
– Sage is a certified, web-based SUD EHR that consists of clinical,
administrative, and data reporting modules that satisfy mandatory
government reporting requirements, and also provides the necessary
framework for overseeing and delivering SUD services in a managed
care environment.
– Provided by Netsmart – same vendor used by LAC DMH’s IBHIS
system.
– 42 CFR Part 2 and HIPAA compliant.
– Meets mandatory interoperability requirements for certified EHRs.
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Overview: Sage – cont’d
• Fully functioning electronic managed care information system for
SUD
– Clinical Modules (electronic ASAM assessment tools, treatment
plans, progress notes, etc.)
– Utilization Management (UM) Module (to authorize services)
– Service & Bed Availability Tool (SBAT)
– Data Collection (LACPRS/CalOMS)
– Billing Module
– eContract Monitoring
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Overview: Sage – cont’d
• Scope of Sage utilization
– Includes adult & youth treatment services
(OP/IOP/RS/WM/OTP*/CM/RSS/PCS)
• *OTP’s  will utilize ASAM assessments, UM module, billing, & data
reporting through Sage, but otherwise clinical functions will remain
on current EHR platforms
– Services that will NOT utilize Sage, with consideration for future
connection
• Prevention services
• DUI services
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Sage – SAPC/Provider Responsibilities & Expectations
• SAPC Responsibilities
– Fund the development, implementation and annual
maintenance/support of Sage
– Share initial training responsibilities with providers

• Provider Responsibilities
– Recognize critical importance of Sage to the delivery of quality SUD care
– Ensure sufficient hardware specifications, up-to-date anti-virus
protection, latest windows security patches, and IT staff to support
Sage, with assistance from SAPC, as needed
– While SAPC will support the implementation and start-up training for
Sage, providers are responsible for future EHR trainings for their staff,
particularly in light of their staff turnover
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Sage vs. non-Sage Users
• Scenario 1: Providers who are utilizing their own electronic health record (EHR)
currently may choose to continue using it, in which case SAPC will work with these
providers to connect systems
• Scenario 2: Providers who don’t have EHRs or prefer to change their systems may
choose to utilize Sage
– In either case, providers will be required to possess a certified EHR to provide
specialty SUD services in a managed care environment, but the actual EHR
system is an individualized business decision

Benefits to Implementing Sage
1. Alignment with DMC-ODS waiver and SAPC priorities
2. Fully functioning EHR with clinical (including assessments), administrative, data reporting,
and billing functionality
3. Good value – SAPC will fund licensing and implementation costs for Sage and will also
share technical support responsibilities with providers to ensure continued evolution of
the EHR with the addiction field and SUD service delivery requirements
4. Minimizing disallowances & streamlining auditing from improved accuracy and reporting
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of service delivery and data

Recommended Technical Specifications
Minimum

Preferred

Processor

1.5 GHz or faster 32-bit (x86) or 64-bit 2.0 GHz or faster 32-bit (x86) or 64-bit

RAM

1 GB of memory or greater

2 GB of memory or greater

Storage

1 GB of available space or greater

2 GB of available space or greater

Graphics
Operating
System
Internet
Connection

Dedicated 128 MB+ Graphics Card

Dedicated 128 MB+ Graphics Card

Windows 8.1*

Windows 8.1* or 10

*Note – Windows 8 RT is not supported

*Note – Windows 8 RT is not supported

50 kbs broadband (DSL, Cable, Fiber)

75 kbs broadband ( Cable, Fiber)

IE 9 (Windows 7) IE 10 (Windows 7,
8); IE 11 (Windows 7, 8.1, 10); (IE 32bit only in compatibility mode);
Chrome (16-48); Firefox (10-44)

IE 10 (Windows 7, 8); IE 11 (Windows
7, 8.1, 10); (IE 32-bit only in
compatibility mode); Chrome (48);
Firefox (44)

Browser
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• Other
electronic
health
information
systems
• Health
Information
Exchanges
(HIE)

Sage
Los Angeles County’s Electronic SUD Managed Care
Information System
Clinical
Modules

LACPRS /
CalOMS

Billing

ASAM assessment
tools, treatment
planning, progress
notes, etc.

UM
Module

eContract
Monitoring

SBAT
Service & Bed
Availability Tool

Complaints,
Grievances, &
Appeals

Consent
Management
System
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Sample Screenshot of ProviderConnect – Demographics Page
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Sample Screenshot of MyAvatar – Demographics Page
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Clinical Modules
• Modules within Sage that meet the clinical workflow and documentation
needs of SUD providers
– Assessment tools
• Adult providers: SAPC is piloting the electronic ASAM CONTINUUM and
developing/piloting the ASAM CONTINUUM Triage Tool
– If SAPC decides to implement, these tools will be available via Sage,
either directly for Sage users or via a portal for providers who are
using their own certified EHRs (non-Sage users)
• Youth providers: Will use paper-based youth screener and ASAM
assessments

– Clinical documentation
• Treatment plans
• Progress notes (counseling, case
management, etc)
• Discharge plans
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Utilization Management Module
• Electronic Utilization Management (UM) module
– Submission of DMC eligibility verification and service authorization requests
(e.g., residential authorizations, Recovery Bridge Housing, MAT and Withdrawal
Management for youth)
• UM module functions will be accessible to both Sage and non-Sage users
• Workflow (final state)

– Sage Users
• Providers submit DMC eligibility verification or service authorization requests
electronically via Sage
• SAPC UM staff review clinical documentation via Sage and render a decision that is
viewable to providers via the electronic system

– Non-Sage Users
• Providers submit DMC eligibility verification or service authorization requests
electronically and upload necessary clinical documentation onto a portal of the UM
module
• SAPC UM staff review clinical documentation and render a decision via the portal 16

Consent Management System
• Consent management system will allow for maintenance of 42 CFR Part 2
compliant release forms on the Sage platform to facilitate information
exchange between SUD and other health providers.
• Alert system can notify providers when consents are due to expire.
• Release forms will still largely be paper-based and require patients to
physically sign the consents, which will then be uploaded onto Sage.
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Service & Bed Availability Tool (SBAT)
• Publicly accessible, web-based dashboard of intake appointment slots
and bed availability (residential/residential withdrawal
management/Recovery Bridge)
• Purpose: To provide the general public, Beneficiary Access Line (BAL), and
providers an inventory of available treatment slots and beds in order to
more easily coordinate along the SUD care continuum  essential to
achieve a truly organized system of SUD care
– Modelled after system developed and successfully used in NYS
• The SBAT will be the primary means by which appropriate SUD referrals
are identified
• Providers will be required, on at least a daily basis, to input their OP/IOP
intake slots as well as bed availabilities for residential/residential
withdrawal management/RBH into the SBAT
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Service & Bed Availability Tool (SBAT) – cont’d
• SBAT Functionality
– Service identification and filtering capability by LOC and type (service of
special populations, language capabilities, etc)
– Google Maps functionality
• SBAT workflow for the 3 entryways into SAPC’s provider network:
– General Public
• Call BAL, or access SBAT via SAPC website to identify an appropriate SUD provider
directly

– Beneficiary Access Line (BAL)
• Perform brief triage assessment via phone to identify provisional LOC needed
• Utilize SBAT to identify appropriate providers who meet the needs of client and
arrange appointment (OP/IOP) or reserve bed (Res/Res WM/RBH) according to
client preference

– Client Engagement and Navigation System (CENS)
• Perform brief triage assessment then use SBAT to identify an appropriate SUD
provider
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Sample Screenshot of Service & Bed Availability Tool (SBAT)
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Data Collection (LACPRS/CalOMS)
• Required data collection will occur via Sage

• SAPC is in process of revising/enhancing Los Angeles County Participant
Reporting System (LACPRS)
– Skip/logic patterns will improve data integrity  will prohibit user
from moving forward unless required data fields are entered and will
prevent entry of clearly erroneous information
• Data in a managed care environment is critical to demonstrate
outcomes and identify opportunities for improvement on behalf of
patient/provider/system
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Sample Screenshot of CarePathways Dashboard – Clinical
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Sample Screenshot of CarePathways Dashboard – Admin
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Sample Screenshot of CarePathways Dashboard – Financial
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Billing
• Electronic billing system
Sage will have a new electronic billing system.
• While the backend mechanics of billing will remain largely unchanged,
the look and feel of the interface for providers will change.
• SAPC will ensure training on this new billing system.

eContract Monitoring
• Electronic contract monitoring system (internal to SAPC functions)
Will remain similar interface for SAPC staff to perform contract
monitoring functions
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Sample Screenshot of Billing & Claims System
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Sage & Contract Monitoring
• Efficient: Review of electronic charts will reduce audit time for
SAPC staff
• Effective: Sage has control features that ensure proper
documentation (signatures, time stamps, etc) – this will
increase provider compliance to regulations and contract
requirements

• Minimize disallowances: Stricter adherence to regulations
and contract requirements will result in fewer provider
deficiencies that could impact reimbursement
27 27

Sage Development
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Sage Development – 2 Phases
• SAPC and Netsmart will work together to build and develop Sage in 2
Phases to gradually introduce functionality into the Sage system
Phase

Description

Phase 1

• Core Clinical Modules
• Documentation
• ASAM assessment tools
• SBAT portal
• Utilization Management Module
• Complaints, Grievance, and Appeals
• Consent Management System
• LACPRS/CalOMS Data Collection System
• Billing

Phase 2

• Full integration of SBAT
• Integration of eContract Monitoring
• Data Exchange with EHRs/Health Information
Exchange (HIE)

Completion Date
(tentative)

August 2017

December 2017
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Phase 1 of Sage Development
Sage
Los Angeles County’s Electronic SUD Managed Care
Information System

eContract
Monitoring

Clinical
Modules

LACPRS /
CalOMS

Billing

ASAM assessment
tools, treatment
planning, progress
notes, etc.

SBAT
Service & Bed
Availability Tool

Providers & SAPC will
access SBAT via external
portal of Sage system

UM
Module

Complaints,
Grievances, &
Appeals

Consent
Management
System
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Phase 2 of Sage Development
• Other
electronic
health
information
systems
eContract
Monitoring
• Health
Information
Exchanges
(HIE)
SBAT
Service & Bed
Availability Tool

Sage
Los Angeles County’s Electronic SUD Managed Care
Information System
Clinical
Modules

LACPRS /
CalOMS

Billing

ASAM assessment
tools, treatment
planning, progress
notes, etc.

UM
Module

Complaints,
Grievances, &
Appeals

Consent
Management
System
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Sage Deployment
Mission: Successful launch
throughout SUD provider network
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Sage Deployment Plan – 3 Stages
• Deploying Sage across all SAPC provider sites simultaneously is
not feasible. As a result, Sage will be deployed in 3 Stages:
– 3 stages of deployment depending on Levels of Care (LOC) will be
staggered 2 weeks apart between stages
– In facilities that offer multiple LOCs, the stages will be strictly limited
to the LOCs as outlined below
Stage

Deployment Level of Care(s)

Start Date
(tentative)

Stage 1

Residential (Res) & Residential Withdrawal Management
(RWM)

August
2017

Stage 2

Outpatient (OP) & Intensive Outpatient (IOP) provider
agencies that ALSO OFFER Res & RWM services

~2 weeks
later

Stage 3

STAND-ALONE Outpatient (OP) & Intensive Outpatient
(IOP) provider agencies that do NOT also offer Res & RWM

~2 weeks
later
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Training
• Training will be critical to a successful implementation of Sage  SAPC will employ
a graduated and multifaceted training approach during implementation, with
various levels of trainings for both SUD providers and SAPC staff
– Level 1 – Basic Trainings
• Basic EHR/Sage Awareness – to increase familiarity with Sage and EHRs in general
• Basic Computer Skills Training (as needed; in computer lab) – to ensure that attendees have
sufficient computer proficiency to benefit from trainings

– Level 2 – Regional Intensive Trainings (in regional computer labs across LA County)
• Level 2A: End-user Sage trainings – Trainings on Sage in computer lab setting
• Level 2B: Superuser (train-the-trainer) trainings – Individuals who can both train others
within provider agencies and provide necessary on-site support, when necessary
• Level 2C: Online refresher courses – Supplemental online trainings for individuals who need
additional support and to address provider staff turnover

– Level 3 – On-site support during launch
• On-site Go-Live support

• While SAPC will provide implementation training, providers will be responsible for
ongoing EHR trainings for their staff after launch/implementation, accommodating
for staff turnover
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Sage Implementation Training Plan – 3 Levels
• Sage implementation training will focus on 3 core areas designed to:
– Ensure EHR and computer readiness
– Train end-users and superusers at both SAPC and provider agencies
– Provide time-limited on-site support during launch
Level
Level 1

Training Topic
Basic Trainings – basic EHR/Sage awareness
and computer skills training)

Start Date (tentative)
~3 months prior to
launch in August 2017

Regional Intensive Trainings
Level 2

Level 2A: End-user Sage trainings

Level 2B: Superuser trainings

~2.5 months prior to
launch in August 2017

Level 2C: Online refresher courses
Level 3

On-site Go-Live support

First 30 days of launch
in August 2017
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Post-Implementation Training
• SAPC will financially support Sage training during launch/implementation
• After the launch/implementation period for Sage, providers will be responsible
for ensuring their staff receive sufficient training on Sage to ensure proficiency
• Providers opting to utilize Sage will be required to purchase SAPC-approved
trainings through Netsmart to ensure quality
– Netsmart will offer providers online, instructor-assisted training courses
– These are allowable costs for provider budgets
• Prior to being given access to Sage, users will be required to demonstrate
proficiency by successfully passing a written competency exam
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Sage Implementation Timeline*
*Purpose of timeline is to demonstrate relative timing of launch events; NOT
drawn to scale.
On-site
Support

Regional Intensive
Trainings
Basic EHR/Sage
Awareness & Computer
Skills Trainings

Development / Build
January
2017

DMC-ODS
Launch
(7/1/17)
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We Need You!
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Necessary Provider Preparation
• Attend all IT-related meetings and send appropriate staff to trainings
arranged by SAPC
– Ensure your staff have general familiarity with EHRs and Sage
– Ensure your staff possess basic computer skills
– Allot time and resources for designated staff to attend Sage trainings to
receive end-user and superuser (train-the-trainer) training
– Develop business plan to ensure ongoing clinical and technical support at
provider sites to address Sage-related questions

• Build EHR training into your business plans and ensure you have staff
with sufficient training and who become “super-users” to accommodate
for your new staff and turnover
• Ensure your hardware meet technical specifications to support Sage
requirements
• Provide your feedback – we want/need to hear from you about how to
best ensure a successful implementation of Sage
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Summary
• Sage is an electronic managed care information system for SUDs that will serve
as the backbone of the specialty SUD system in Los Angeles County, with clinical,
administrative, data reporting, and billing functionality
• Training will be essential for success, including allocation of provider staff time
and resources.
– Basic EHR and computer skills training
– Train end-users and superusers at the provider and SAPC level, and provide
online refresher courses
– On-site, Go-Live support during initial launch
• Implementing Sage for the SUD provider network countywide in the timeline we
are targeting (August 2017) will be an immense lift that will require close
partnership, coordination, and collaboration between SAPC and its provider
network
• Providers can and should be preparing NOW for the rollout of Sage in order to
leverage technology to improve patient care and services in a managed care
environment
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Helpful Resources
• EHR Basics – HealthIT.gov
– https://www.healthit.gov/providers-professionals/learn-ehr-basics
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